
401K INFORMATION
There are multiple lines for 401k contribution for two reasons. One, 
you pay into your 401k and HMH matches it. Second, HMH matches 
your contributions at different rates.

• 401k Savings Plan - This is the amount you paid into your 401k and 
the amount that HMH matches at 100%

• 401k EE - This is the amount you paid into your 401k and the 
amount that HMH matches at 50%.

For more information about HMH matching,  
visit TeamHMH.com/Retirement 

PAYSTUB EXPLANATION SUMMARY - ADP Pay Statement

Earnings 
• Descriptions with a 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 at the end of them represent 

hours worked at Shift 2, Shift 3, Shift 4, Shift 5, or Shift 6. 

Rate
Four types of rates may be displayed: 

a) Regular hourly base rate (Shift 1)

b) Shift differential rates for hours worked at Shift 2 thru Shift 6

c) Rate for premium overtime pay (OT.5 Pay) is either ½ the base hourly 
rate or the full FLSA rate.

• ½ of base hourly rate is displayed when the FLSA (blended rate) 
is not used.

• FLSA Rate (blended rate) – full FLSA rate is displayed because it 
is a blended rate and not just ½ of base hourly rate.

Actual Hours worked
NOTE: hours for shift differential earnings will not be displayed, as to 
avoid duplicating total hours worked. To determine the shift differential 
hours, divide the amount under “This Period” by the rate displayed.

This Period 
Represents earnings for the “current pay period.”

or

Earnings received Year-To-Date
Represents earnings for the entire "year-to-date"

Tax deductions (Represents earnings for the "current pay period")

Shows the federal, State and Local income tax deductions required  
by law. 

Deduction Summary
Health and voluntary benefit deductions are shown. Deductions with 
asterisks next to them are pre-tax benefits, meaning they are not 
taxed by the IRS. Benefits with no asterisks are taxed.

Taxable Employer Paid Benefits
These are employer-paid benefits (non-cash) that are deemed taxable 
by the IRS. The value of these benefits are added to your income for 
W2 tax reporting. 

Employer Match Benefits
These are benefits that your employer matches your own 
contributions, either fully or partially.

Benefit Accrual Balances
Benefit time taken year-to-date and remaining balance as of the 
current pay period.


